
왜사냐건웃지요 나를

Enjoy coding with the drone!

Industry 4.0 educa�on drone!

INTERNATIONAL CODING DRONE COMPETITION
In the Automous Drone Leagu, a�er the drone has passed through the obstacles in an 

autonomous flight, it must detect the fence and land it at the designated target place by 

passing over the fence. The drone take off again and fly forward to detect a cylindrical 

obstacle and stop at a specified distance from the obstacle, fly to the back of the cylindrical 

obstacle while maintaining the specified al�tude and land it  at the designated target place

by passing through another obstacle.  educa�on

Robolink was established in 2012 in order to encourage students to learn about STEM 
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Math) in an engaging way with robo�cs kits. 
We are passionate about robo�cs, engineering, and educa�on. In an increasingly  
technology driven world, we believe in nurturing future inventors and innovators to
become passionate about science, engineering, and coding. 

We also believe STEM can be engaging and fun. As it turns out, not only do students 
find our kits fun, so do hobbyists and builders!.
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CoDrone II is a DIY product that can separate parts, adding sensors or replacing parts
and reassembling.
.
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Flight Time
up to 7 min.

RF Control
up to 50 M

Size
18 x 19 cm

Various Sensor
Extension

3-Axis Accelera�on &
3-axis Gyro Sensor

Op�cal Flow Sensor
for Hovering

Flight Control by
RF Communica�on

Al�tude Measurement
by Distance Sensor

Al�tude Control
by Air pressure Sensor
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- Real-�me coordinate and 
  control angle monitoring

- Measuring and displaying
  the flight informa�on

- Return-home func�on
- Coding by Smartphone app.

- Drone flight prac�ce through DRONE SIMULATOR
- Block coding prac�ce with ROKIT BRICK
- Drone control with Arduino
- Dron control using Python

Dedicated Controller provides RC principles and coding educa�on

Drone Control with various so�ware coding methodes

Various of Control with DIY sensors

- Front sensing with Ir range sensor
- Side sensing Ir range sensors : op�on
- Camera module : op�on


